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Travel	Key	Contacts
oJeff	Grote:	Travel	Director
o email:	traveldir@glastonburysoccer.org

oDan	Sidebottom:	Director	of	Coaching
o email:	doc@glastonburysoccer.org

oScott	Schneider:	Fields	Scheduler/League	
placement
o email:	hartwelltravelfields@yahoo.com

oJohn	Maher:	Referee	Coordinator
o email:	hscref@cox.net

oErik	Barbieri-Player	Development	Consultant			
o email:erbarbs10@gmail.com

oDave	Clarke- Coach	Consultant
o email:	socceroffice@aol.com

oLaura	Hecker:	Travel	Uniforms
o email:	Hartwelluniforms@yahoo.com

oJustin	Kelleher:	Field	Maintenance	and	
Equipment	Coordinator
o email:	mrkelleher@yahoo.com



Key	Dates
oOutdoor	practices	start	Aug	21

oLeague	Schedules	released	Aug	28,	league	
play	starts	Sept 9/10	and	ends	Nov 12.

oCup	Draw	posted	at	www.cjsa.org on	Sept	
14,	games	start	Sept	23.	

oHartwell	night	@	UCONN	
Men’s	Soccer Sept	16.

oHartwell	night	at	CCSU Women’s	Soccer	
October	27th.	

oHS	Boys	open	practice	on	turf	on	Oct	12.	

oNYCFC	v	Houston	@	Pratt	and	Whitney	
Stadium	Sept	23rd.	

oHartwell	’Dicks	Days’	Aug	26th and	27th.

oTrainers	will	be	on	the	field	Sept	4.

o“Silent	Sideline”	is	Oct	21	&	22.	
Applies	to	all	towns	in	CJSA	(home	and	
away).

oPlayer	evaluation	to	be	submitted	by	Nov	
12.



Fall	CT	Cup	Info
oGHSC	Teams	U11-U14/15	entered	in	CT	Cup	
competition

oCT	Cup	Draw	published	Sept 14th	on	CJSA	
website.

oWeekend	games	must	be	scheduled	for	start	
between	10:00	AM	and	5:00pm	

oIf	teams	mutually	agree,	games	may	be	
scheduled	outside	of	stated	hours	but	must	be	
played	by	date	specified	by	cup	committee.	

oGames	played	on	the	designated	day	and	
between	the	stated	hours	DO	NOT	require	
agreement	of	away	team.

oIf	you	are	hosting	a	CT	Cup	game	that	weekend,	
let	Scott	Schneider	know	ASAP	so	that	we	can	
find	field(s)	and	schedule	games.

oMore	information	regarding	CT	Cup	policies	and	
rules	can	be	found	on	Hartwell	website	and/or	
CJSA	website.



Referee	Information
oRespect	the	Referees!

oReferees	play	a	critical	role.		They	deserve	
respect,	support	and	consideration.		

oYouth	referees	are	often	teenagers.
o Don’t	ruin	the	experience	for	them.	

oCoaches	must	set	an	adult	example.		

oCoaches	are	responsible	for	their	spectator’s	
conduct.	

oAddress	the	referee	at	half	time	or	end	of	match.		
Be	respectful	and	courteous.

oSpectators	are	NEVER	allowed	to	address	the	
referee.		

oAny	issues	with	your	referee	contact	us.	

oRefs	will	be	collecting	passes	for	all	Hartwell	
games	(Friendly	&	League)

oWill	be	handing	out	Team	Ref	Checks	tonight:

oU9-U10	Ref	Fees: $25/$15	

oU11	Ref	Fees $35	($40	CT	Cup)	
$20

oU12	Ref	Fees $40/$20

oU13-U15	Ref	Fees $45/$25	

oConfirm	games	and	verify	referees	prior	to	the	
weekend.	Ref	Website:		www.usofficials.com

oHome	Games	must	be	canceled		(notified	
Referee	Assignor)	by	Tuesday	at	5:00		PM	prior	or	
you	pay	the	refs.		



Concussions	and	First	Aid		
oWhen	in	doubt,	sit	it	out
o 2	page	concussion	awareness	document	GHSC	
website.

o Players	will	not	be	allowed	to	return	without	a	
Doctors	clearance	

Heading	
o No	intentional	header	for	player	U11	and	under.		
o If	header	occurs,	it	will	be	an	indirect	kick.	

o U12	years	old	and	older	can	head	the	ball	in	games.		
o Restricted	amount	of	training	time.

ohttps://csrp.ctreferee.net/help_small_sided -
Link	for	ref	procedure	on	Concussions	and	
SSG	info.

First	Aid	and	injuries

oPlease	take	a	common	sense	approach	to	
any	injury.	

oIf	a	player	is	hurt- deal	with	it	to	the	best	
of	your	ability.

oInform	the	parent	of	the	injured	child.

oAll	coaching	bags	have	first	aid	kit	and	ice	
packs.	

oIf	you	need	more	please	let	us	know.





Coach	Education
ALL	HEAD	COACHES	MUST	BE	FORMALLY	
LICENSED	to	be	reconsidered	for	coaching	next	
year:

o E	License	for	U9-U14/15	Coaches.

oWe	reimburse	$100	for	the	E	license	and	$200	
for	the	D	license.	

E	and	D	licenses

oSee	CJSA,	MYSA	and	US	Soccer	for	latest	
courses.	

oCollege	open	practices-
http://www.cjsa.org/opportunities_for_coach
es_and_players/

There	is	also	an	F	license	online	which	is	a	great	
introduction	to	coaching	youth	soccer.	It	takes	2	
hours	to	complete and	is	all	current	information.	

Hartwell	is	committed	to	developing	our	coaches	
through:	
◦ weekly	trainers
◦ support	from	DOC	
◦ seasonal	plans
◦ winter	education	program		
◦ coach	session	feedback		
◦ match	reports	
◦ coach	reading



Friday	Night- Development	Clinics
Date Ages Gender Time Clinic/content

Sept	15 U10

Boys	and	Girls 5.15-6.15pm

Developing	‘Strikers’.

Ball	striking/finishing	and	movement	
off	the	ball.Sept	22 U11-U12

Sept	29 U10 Developing	‘Defenders’.	Defensive	
shape	and	positioning.	Individual	to	

defending	in	numbers.Oct	13 U11-U12	

Oct	27 U10 Developing	‘Midfielders’

Ball	possession,	using	outlets	and	
transition.Nov	3 U11-U12



GK	Clinics
Goalkeepers,	are	welcome	to	join	our	goalkeeping	specific	sessions	at	Addison	Friday	nights.	The	
session	will	include:	a	variety	of	topics	from	diving	to	distribution. This	is	a	FREE	clinic	offered	to	
both	Travel	and	Rec	players.

ALL	sessions	will	be	on	Addison	Park	top	field	#3	

Schedule	TBC



Parents	Meeting	Agenda-sample
Fall	Team	Meeting

oFREE	Supplemental	offerings- Friday’s	
(Player/GK	Clinics)

oCode	of	conducts

oTeam	Expectations

oPlayer	behavior

oGoals	for	the	team/individual	goals

oLearn	fundamentals	&	player	development	
over	winning	at	all	costs

oPositive	Team	Experience

oHave	fun	and	create	a	love	for	the	game

oPractices	at	(Location)	 @	(TIME)	start.

oNotify	when	you	plan	to	miss	a	
practice/game	(in	advance,	via	email)	

oGames	– be	there	at	least	45	minutes	in	
advance.

oPlease	collect	code	of	conduct	forms	from	
parents	and	players.



Dealing	with	poor	behavior	
We	have	our	player	code	of	conduct	in	place	for	
this.	

If	you	have	an	player	disrupting	other	at	practice:
1. Give	the	player	a	time	out.
2. Speak	with	the	player,	address	the	behavior.
3. If	the	behavior	does	not	improve	speak	with	

the	players	parents.	
4. If	the	behavior	continues	and	it’s	a	persistent	

problem,	contact	the	DOC	or	Travel	Director.	
5. The	club	will	address	the	parents.
6. Still	no	improvement,	then	the	player	will	be	

suspended	for	a	period	of	time	or	removed	
from	the	team.

Player	contract	states:

o I	will	not	use	foul	language	at	any	time.	

oI	will	not	mock,	taunt,	criticize	another	player,	nor	will	I	cheer	
or	chant	anything	that	is	negative	in	nature.	

oI	will	not	fight	with	another	player.	

oI	will	not	talk	back,	criticize	or	be	disrespectful	to	any	official	
at	any	time.	

oI	will	treat	my	coaches	and	teammates	with	the	utmost	
respect	at	all	times.	

oI	will	not	damage	any	property	that	is	not	mine.	

oIf	I	must	miss	a	practice	or	a	game	I	will	tell	my	coach	well	in	
advance.	

I	understand	that	if	I	break	any	of	these	agreements	I	can	be	
suspended	from	practice	and/or	games	for	an	indefinite	
period	of	time.	



Player	Evaluations
Evaluation	Process	done	on	GHSC	forms

Communication	with	parents

oEarly	and	often

oUse	of	emails,	phone	calls,	informal	
discussions

oPrepare	along	the	way:	keep	notes

oPlease	sit	down	with	coaches	and	trainer.	

oWhen	giving	feedback	to	the	parents	be	
descriptive,	with	strengths	and	areas	of	
improvement.	They	also	need	to	know	
which	third	of	the	team	the	child	sits.	

Communication	with	players

oBefore,	during	and	after	practices	and	after	games

oSet	goals	pre	season	(Team/Individual)

You	are	evaluating	your	players	against	other	
Hartwell	travel	teams	of	your	age	group.	



Club	Policies
Policy	on	playtime:

oHartwell	policy	is	that	everyone	will	play	at	least	50%	of	
the	game.	

oThis	applies	for	cup,	league	and	friendlies.

oPlayer’s	time	is	directly	connected	to	practice	and	
participation.	If	a	player	regularly	misses	practice,	it	will	
affect	playtime.	

Field	Closing	Policy
o Player	safety	paramount	
o Notification	via	email/text	(if	registered)	and	posted	
on	website.

o Field	closing	decisions	goal	(except	
sudden/unexpected)

oWeekdays	– by	3:30	PM

oWeekends	– 2	hours	prior	to	event	(game,	clinic,	practice)

Mercy	Rule
o CJSA	and	Hartwell	are	monitoring	games	we	don’t	want	
teams	winning	with	landslide	score	lines.	

o If	you	are	up	3-4	goals,	teams	should	start	getting	
creative	by	limit	touches,	move	positions,	restrictions	
on	finishing(outside	box,	one	touch	only,	outside	the	
box,	passing	mandates,	etc.)	to	keep	the	score	down.	





Player	Sharing
oAs	a	club	we	have	the	opportunity	for	children	to	move	from	team	to	team	within	their	age	
group.	We	can	also	have	players	play	up	to	the	year	above.

o This	is	an	added	option	for	us	to	keep	our	soccer	players	in	the	correct	environment	for	them	to	
keep	progressing	in	a	positive	environment.

oIt	also	helps	teams	with	smaller	rosters.

oAs	children	learn	and	develop	at	different	rates	this	makes	sense	to	allow	children	to	gain	
experience	and	challenge	themselves.

oOur	professional	trainers	will	take	the	lead	on	player	movement	with	the	parent	coaches	input.	

oIf	a	team	need	player	for	a	game	to	help	go	to	the	trainer	and	coach,	the	trainer	will	recommend	
players.	

oPlayer	sharing	is	NOT	for	every	player	on	the	roster,	and	may	NOT	occur	every	week	of	the	
season.	



Player	Rotation	
oAll	players	will	“rotate”	all	positions	including	the	goal	keeper	at	the	U9-12	age	group.

o In	one	game,	we	should	not	be	moving	a	player	from	left	defence	to	striker	then	back	to	
goalkeeper.	This	causes	too	much	confusion	as	each	position	on	the	field	is	very	different.	

oIf	you	can	keep	a	player	in	defence	over	a	game,	or	the	left	side	of	the	field	(left	defence	and	left	
midfield).	Over	the	whole	season	each	player	will	play	every	position.	

o At	the	11v11	game	U13	and	up	we	ask	children	to	play	a	defensive	role	(defender/defensive	
midfield),	an	attacking	role	(Midfield/Striker)	or	Goalkeeper.		

o Plan	the	player	rotations	and	substitutes	before	the	game,	do	not	do	this	on	the	fly!	



Friendlies
We	should	be	decreasing	the	number	of	
friendlies	on	a	Saturday.	Alternatively	
we	are	promoting:

oExtra	technical	practice	or	tactical	
session

oUnstructured	play	or	small	sided	
games	(4v4’s)	

oA rest	day

All	Friendlies	MUST	be	played	with	
passes.		If	not,	you	personally	could	be	
held	liable	if	something	happens.		It	is	
also	a	new	League	rule.		No	Exceptions!

U9-12	is	the	key	time	to	develop	our	children	
into	better	soccer	players,	therefore	more	
environments	which	allow	learning	the	better	
our	children	will	be.	

U13-14/15’s	is	an	age	where	tactics	become	
more	prominent	therefore	use	this	time	to	
work	on	tactical	aspects	of	the	game.	

Recommendations
U9-U12:2-3	per	season
U13	&	U13:	3-4	per	season



Tournaments
U9-14/15	(1	Fall/GHSC	tournament	plus	1	more	if	wanted	in	Spring)

The	participation	in	these	tournaments	by	youth	teams	often	creates	a	“win-at-all	cost”	attitude	
and	has	a	negative	influence	on	player	development.

This	high	level	of	participation	in	tournaments	effects	the	development	of	the	player	in	the	
following	way:

1.	Time	is	reduced	for	development,	i.e.	practice

2.	Excessive	play	at	competitive	tournaments	can	be	detrimental	to	individual	growth	and	
development

3.	Winning	becomes	the	main	issue	for	the	coach	rather	than	the	long	term	development	of	the	
player.	

US	Soccer- Best	Practice





GHSC	Developmental	Philosophy
As	a	club	we	aim	to:

oDevelop	well	rounded	soccer	players	in	an	appropriate	environment	which	teaches	core	
values.

oCreate	an	environment	for	all	players	to	play	with	expression,	creativity	and	to	play	the	
correct	way	rather	than	impose	restrictions	and	strict	tactics	on	our	players.

oFocus	on	the	longevity	of	a	players’	development,	as	opposed	to	short-term	results	and	
performances.

oEncourage	and	emphasize	the	core	soccer	attributes	of	technique and	ball	mastery	above	
physical	attributes.

oProvide	a	learning	environment	where	all	levels	of	players	will	enjoy	their	soccer	experience



Age	Goals	
U9	- U12:

oEmphasize	the	importance	of	individual	
techniques	and	ball	mastery.

oMake	each	player	aware	of	tactical	aspects	of	
the	game	appropriate	to	their	age	and	ability.

oAllow	each	player	to	experience	all	positions	
on	the	field	to	aid	the	individual’s	
development.

oMeasure	success	in	the	development	of	the	
individual	not	team	results.

U13	- U14/15

oContinue	the	progress	of	the	individual’s	
technique,	ball	mastery	and	team	tactical	
awareness.

oImplement	tactical	training	aspects	of	the	
game.

oPlayer	rotation	is	encouraged	to	continue	
aiding	development.

oSemi- specialize	in	player	positions	at	U13	and	
U14.

oMeasure	success	in	player	and	team	
development	and	not	in	team	results.



Style	of	Play
Apply	a	style	of	soccer	which	is	based	on	sound	technique	and	tactical	understanding	by	playing	
the	‘correct’	way.	The	correct	way	includes:

oPlay	from	the	back	and	through	the	thirds	of	the	field.

oA	possession	style	with	emphasis	of	comfort	on	the	ball,	playing	in	all	directions	to	retain	
possession	and	go	forward	to	attack	when	possible.

oOur	players	should	have	a	clear	decision	making	process	on	the	ball,	where	we	play	with	
control	and	thought.	A	‘boot’	or	kick	away	should	not	be	cheered	as	this	play	is	not	promoted	by	
our	coaches	and	goes	against	the	clubs	style	of	play.

oEncourage	creativity	around	the	whole	team	where	children	are	promoted	to	express	
themselves	without	fear	of	failure.

oThe	players	should	have	the	freedom	to	play	and	learn	from	their	experiences	both	positive	and	
negative.





7v7	Formation
3-2-1

Attacking	team	shape- ball	side	defender	joins	the	attack



Key	Focuses	for	U9	&	U10
Players	leaving	7v7	should	have	the	following	competencies:

oDribbling- purposeful	using	fakes	and	feints	to	penetrate

oPassing- improved	weight	and	accuracy	of	pass	in	short	to	
medium	range

oReceiving- to	move	forward	or	keep	possession	on	the	first	touch

oShooting- correct	surface	selection	(lace	vs	inside)	related	to	
shooting	range

oAttacking	principles- Penetration,	depth	and	some	idea	of	width

oDefending	principles- Pressure,	cover	with	some	idea	of	balance

Technical Tactical

Dribbling	– fakes	and	feints	to	pass,	
shoot	or	penetrate	

Penetration	from	defending	half- build	
out	line	

Passing	– weight	and	accuracy	of	
short	range			(5-10yards)

Depth- when	and	how	to	support	the	
play

Receiving- ground	pass-forward,	
lateral,	backward	

Width- reinforcement	and	development	
of	stretching	the	field	wide	

Shooting- off	the	dribble	and	
introduce	one	touch	finishing

Length- reinforcement	and	
development	of	stretching	the	field	
(length	ways)

Individual	defending- poke	tackle Defending- ‘win	the	ball	back’	



7v7	information
‘build	out	line’	

oThe	build	out	line	promotes	playing	the	ball	out	of	the	back	in	
a	less	pressured	setting.	

oWhen	the	goalkeeper	has	the	ball	in	his	or	her	hands	during	
play	from	the	opponent,	the	opposing	team	must	move	behind	
the	build	out	line	until	the	ball	is	put	into	play.

oOnce	the	opposing	team	is	behind	the	build	out	line,	the	
goalkeeper	can	pass,	throw	or	roll	the	ball	into	play	(punts	and	
drop	kicks	are	not	allowed).	After	the	ball	is	put	into	play	by	
the	goalkeeper,	the	opposing	team	can	cross	the	build	out	line	
and	play	resumes	as	normal.

oIf	a	goalkeeper	punts	or	drop	kicks	the	ball,	an	indirect	free	kick	
should	be	awarded	to	the	opposing	team	from	the	spot	of	the	
offense.	

oThe	build	out	line	will	also	be	used	to	denote	where	offside	
offenses	can	be	called.	Players	cannot	be	penalized	for	an	
offside	offense	between	the	halfway	line	and	the	build	out	line,	
but	players	can	be	penalized	for	an	offside	offense	between	the	
build	out	line	and	goal	line.



9v9	Formation
3-3-2

Attacking	team	shape- ball	side	defender	joins	the	attack



Key	focuses	for	U11	&	U12
Players	leaving	9v9	should	have	the	following	competencies:

oRecognize	and	respond	to	visual	cues	to	begin	tactical	
adjustment	ie switch	the	ball	

oAbility	to	pass	short	and	medium	distances	and	change	the	
speed	of	play	

oDevelop	attacking	and	defensive	partnerships	with	teammates	
in	front,	behind	and	by	the	side.	

oAttacking	principles- individual	and	team	movement	to	create	
space	

oDefending	principles- apply	pressure	in	team	units.	

Technical Tactical

Defending:	
-Angle,	speed	and	distance	of	
approach	
-Footwork	and	body	shape
-Tackling

Defending:	
-Pressure	and	delay,	where	and	why?

-Cover	and	balance,	who	and	where?

-Compactness,	when,	where	and	
why?	

Attacking:

-Accuracy	and	pace	of	passing	
-Receiving,	reading	visual	cues
-Finishing,	power	vs	accuracy	

Attacking:

-Penetration,	when	and	how?	

-Support:	depth,	when	and	where?
width,	when	and	why?	



11v11	Formation	
4-4-2	Diamond

oThere	are	a	million	and	one	different	formations	out	
there,	but	we	suggest	you	keep	things	simple	and	
consistent.	

oPlease	spend	some	time	going	over	the	formation	with	
your	players	and	the	roles	and	responsibilities	each	
position	has.	

oI	encourage	you	to	keep	the	practice	environment	
consistent	to	the	game	environment:

oFor	example:	you	are	working	on	defending	in	practice,	
have	3	(defenders)	v	attack	so	you	can	defend	
pressure,	cover	and	balance	like	in	a	game	situation	
(7v7).	

oLikewise,	if	the	practice	topic	is	shooting	and	attacking	
set	your	four	midfielders	with	two	strikers	to	emulate	
the	formation	on	game	day	(11v11).	



Seasonal	plans
USYS/US	Soccer	have	recommendations	which	we	used	and	produced	our	own in	alignment	to	them.



4	Corner	Model
Technical Tactical

Attacking	Principles						Defending	Principles

Physical Psychological

1.Passing
2.	Running	with	the	ball
3.	Dribbling	
4.Turnnig	
5.	Shooting
6.	Ball	Control
7.Heading	
8.	1v1	Attacking
9.	Shielding	the	ball
10.Recieving	to	turn
11.Crossing	and	finishing
12.	1v1	Defending
-body	shape
-5	Downs:	shut,	slow,	sit, stay,	
show.	
-Block/Poke	tackle	
-Preventing	to	turn	

-Penetration	
-Depth	(Support)
-Mobility	(off	the	ball	
runs	to	unbalance	
defence)
-Width
-Improvisation	
(creativity	with	the	
ball)	

-Pressure
-Delay
-Cover	
-Balance	
-Compactness	

1.Strength
2.	Endurance
3.	Speed
4.Flexibility/Mobility
5.	Coordination
6.	Balance
7.	Agility	
8.	Basic	motor	skills
9.	Perception	and	
awareness	

Basic
1.	Motivation	
2.	Self	Confidence
3.	Cooperation	
4.	Decision	making
Advanced	
5.	Competitiveness
6.	Concentration	
7.	Commitment	
8.	Self-Control	
Social	
9.	Communication
10.	Respect	
11.	Responsibility	
12.	Sportsmanship	





Practices	
Team	Practice	

oPlan	the	session

oSpend	time	on	technique

oShow	progression	(simple	to	complexed)

oIdentify	‘key’	coaching	points	to	address.	

oRelate	back	to	the	game,	or	certain	
situations.	

oUse	the	tactical	principles	of	play

oLet	them	play	at	least	15	mins	at	the	end.	

Academy/Trainer	Practice

oBe	involved

oAsk	questions	

oReinforce	coaching	points

oPraise/positive	feedback	to	players

oSet	challenges	for	your	players

oYou	are	expected	to	lead	the	session	or	part	of	
it.	



Practice	Format	
Arrival	activity
oPlayer	should	juggle	on	their	own	or	groups,	
pass	in	pairs,	play	keep	away	not	shoot	on	goal!

Warm	Up
oTechnical	warm	up	with	ball/foot	skills,	moves	
and	turns	everyone	has	a	ball.
oU12	and	older- FIFA	11+	followed	by	ball	work	
Technical
oWork	in	pairs,	small	groups	to	get	maximum	
repetitions	of	the	skill/focus	of	the	practice.	
oBasic	activities	to	allow	players	to	focus	on	
technique.

Skill	practice	
oProgress	the	practice	to	larger	numbers,	more	
complexed	or	opposition.	
oStill	focus	on	technique,	introducing	principles	of	
play/tactics
SSG	or	Conditioned	Game
oSmall	sided	games	to	maximize	touches,	decisions	
and	accelerate	development.	
oLarge	sided	games	to	focus	on	team	shape,	tactical	
concepts.	



Pre	Game	Warm	Up
U9-U11’s

oFoot	skills/moves	and	turns- all	players	have	
a	ball.

o1v1’s- create	competition

oPassing	and	possession- pairs	leading	to	3v1-
increase	numbers	depending	on	ability.	Game	
realistic

oGK	to	warm	up	with	an	assistant	(ball	
handling/throwing/goal	kicks/area	of	play)

oNo	shooting	in	a	long	line,	static	stretching	or	
1	ball	:	10’s	of	players!

U12- U14/15’s

oDynamic	warm	up- without/with	ball- FIFA	
11+

oPassing	in	groups- vary	ball	striking	surface	
and	length	(defenders/midfielders	and	
strikers)

oPossession	(4v4plus	2	x2	or	7v7	plus	4
neutrals)	create	competition- Game	realistic	

oGK	to	warm	up	with	an	assistant	or	subs(ball	
handling/throwing/goal	kicks/area	of	play)

oTry	to	create	structure,	players	should	know	
the	warm	up	routine	after	a	couple	of	weeks	
or	so.	



Game	Day	
oThe	head	coach	takes	responsibility	and	a	
leadership	role.	Give	tasks	to	the	assistant/s.	

oPlease	be	on	the	same	page,	conflicting	and	
constant	messages	are	confusing	for	players.

oHave	one	voice	on	the	field	use	praise,	positive	
feedback	and	questioning.	

oNever	take	the	decision	from	the	player	on	the	
ball…pass,	dribble,	shoot	it!

oInteraction	on	the	bench-have	an	assistant	on	the	
bench	to	coach	whilst	the	players	are	resting.	

oHave	one	assistant	to	work	on	substitute	timings	
and	position	rotation.

Pre-Game	team	talk
Announce	the	starting	line	up
One	or	two	focuses	of	the	game	(example:	use	width	in	attack,	pressure	on	
the	ball.)
Be	positive	and	motivate
Individual	instruction	(example:	right	midfielder	stay	wide	and	support	the	
attack	&	defence).
Team	cheer

Half	time	team	talk
Let	the	players	hydrate	and	self-evaluate	for	a	few	minutes
Ask	questions	‘What	are	we	doing	well?’	‘How	can	we	improve?’	
Filter	the	answers	to	pick	out	one	or	two	key	focuses	for	the	second	half
Individual	instruction
Team	cheer
Post-game	team	talk	
Ask	them	questions	‘How	did	the	game	go?’	‘How	can	we	improve?’	
Do	a	quick	debrief	of	the	game,	keep	it	positive



Resources	for	you	to	use
oGHSC	Practical	Examples

oGHSC	Travel	Coaching	Guide

oGHSC	Coaches	Corner	
o GHSC	Session	Plan
o Match	Analysis	document	
o Travel	Coaches	Reading	
o Additional	Articles	
o Demonstration	Videos

oDirector	of	Coaching	

oTrainers

oFellow	Hartwell	Coaches



GHSC	Practical	Examples	Document	



Game	analysis:	it’s	a	great	way	to	
document	development	over	the	
season.

Session	Plan:	whether	you	use	ours	
or	US	Soccer	plan	or	a	scrap	piece	
of	paper.	



Long	Term	Player	Development
The	development	of	soccer	players	is	a	continuum	that	overlaps	age	groups.	The	following	are	the	top	10	
objectives	in	the	development	of	a	soccer	player:

1.Develop	the	child’s	love	of	the	game.

2.	Keep	winning	and	losing	in	proper	perspective.

3.	Be	sensitive	to	each	player’s	development	needs.

4.	Educate	the	players	to	the	technical,	tactical,	physical	and	psychological	demands	of	the	game	for	their	level	of	
play.

5.	Implement	rules	and	equipment	modifications	according	to	the	players’	age	group.

6.	Allow	players	to	experience	all	positions.

7.	Players	need	to	have	fun	and	receive	positive	feedback.

8.	Training	should	be	conducted	in	the	spirit	of	enjoyment	and	learning.

9.	Provide	the	appropriate	number	of	training	sessions	and	matches	per	the	player’s	stage
of	development.

10.	Strive	to	help	each	player	reach	their	full	potential.



Communication	with	DOC
Let	me	know	about:
oPractice/Academy	Sessions
oTrainer
oGames
oPlayer	progression
oTeam	progression	
oIf	the	seasonal	plan	is	appropriate
oEtc….	the	list	is	endless.

Please	talk	to	your	trainers- communication	is	key.



Any	questions?

THANK	YOU	FOR	LISTENING!


